
Creative Costuming Selections 
Miss AJ Classes 
 
Class: Tap 2/3 
Look Description: black A-line dress. Short sleeves or tank top. Length at or just above the knee. Plus 
2 red accessories. Examples: hair flower, scarf, bracelet, earrings, belt, etc.  
Rowan- black slacks, black or white button up, red tie, hat  
Color Family: black and red  
Pictures for example: 

 
 
Class: Tap 4 
Look Description: flared pants and a close fitting shirt. Any combination of the colors below  
Color Family: 

 
Pictures for example: 

 
 



Class: Tap 5 
Look Description: light blue jeans, distressing OK, solid collared top with either short or long sleeves. 
Ribbing/texture OK 
Jimmy- light blue jeans and a navy blue button down 
Color Family:  

 
Pictures for example: 

 
 
Class: Tap 6 
Look Description: green wide leg satin pants and a close fitting black top/bodysuit with mock turtleneck. Ideally 
these pants: https://a.co/d/inpAC5q  
Color Family: black and green 
Pictures for example: 
 

 
 
 
 

 



Mr David Classes 

Class: Hip-Hop 1 (Wednesday) 
Look Description: Bright red sweatshirt (see link), and black sweatpants (see link) plain white T shirt under 
neath 
Links for purchase: https://www.amazon.com/UNIFACO-Hoodie-Sweatshirts-Fashion-
Pockets/dp/B0B4WMY2KZ/ref=sr_1_7?crid=CEMAMSTZMAD0&keywords=red+zip+up+hoodie+kids&qid=167
5525566&sprefix=red+zip+up+hoodie+kids%2Caps%2C95&sr=8-7 
https://www.amazon.com/Childrens-Place-Fleece-Joggers-
Black/dp/B0861W8B82/ref=sr_1_11?crid=PT7B7PIFCODB&keywords=black%2Bsweatpants%2Bkids&qid=16
75525599&sprefix=black%2Bsweatpants%2Bkids%2Caps%2C95&sr=8-11&th=1 
 
 
Class: Hip-Hop 3 
Look Description: A mix of royal blue black and a small accent of white. Choose one item of solid color clothing 
and another piece with some sort of design or pattern on it EXAMPLE: a blue pair of pants with a black top 
with a blue and white design on it.  
Item breakdown (please choose 1-3 items from each section) 
Tops: hoodies, short/long sleeve shirt, sweatshirt, cropped top, bodysuit, bomber jacket, track jacket, button 
down, letterman jacket 
Bottoms: cargo pants, sweats, colored jeans (royal blue, black or white only please no blue denim), baggy 
shorts, track pants 
Accessories: bucket hat, ball cap, bandana, visor, scrunchie, beanie  
Shoes: any black or white shoe, black AND white shoes also ok 
Where to shop 

• Amazon 
• h&m 
• Target 
• Forever21 
• Thrift Store 

 

 
 
 
 



Class: Hip-Hop 4 
Look Description: please refer to item photos to purchase the exact items presented. Layla purchase the (4) 
red and black item(s), all other dancers purchase the (4) gray and white items. Buy everything on amazon.com 

 

Class: Hip-Hop 5 
Look Description: western inspired clothing. Please stick with an earth tone color palette with accents of blue, 
white and red. When putting together your look, try to mix not only a variant of earth tones, but also different 
textures. Think leather, wool, plaid, linen. Remember to layer textures for a more authentic look. EXAMPLE: a 
button up layered with a vest and bolo tie. A peasant top with a waist corset and a high/low skirt. Accessories 
will be the thing that will pull the entire look together. See breakdown below for accessory options.  
Item breakdown (choose 1-3 items from each section) 
Tops: button ups, vests, corset (without boning), peasant tops, tartan, suit coats and blazer, trench coat, 
bolero, shrugs 
Bottoms: slacks, plaid pants, gauchos, cargo pants, chaps (layered over pants), skirts (high front low back 
skirt preferred), denim jeans. (no leggings, or sweats please) 
Accessories: bandanas, holsters (no weapons), cowboy hats, suspenders, bolo tie, skinny tie, belt with large 
buckle, wide brim fedora 
Shoes: black or brown shoes only. Boots preferred, but sneakers are ok if they are within color scheme.  
Where to buy: Thrift stores are the best option. Look at Amazon.com for western-style accessories. The mens 
sections of stores like h&m and Target will carry many of the basic items like vests and hats. 

  



 Class: Hip-Hop 6 

Look description: neon green mixed with black and white accents should be the basis of this look. Make sure 
the neon is the dominant color in your completed look as we are going for a futuristic space vibe. Think of 
mixing solid pieces with items that feature patterns or textures. In terms of proportions, make sure there is a 
contrast in sizing EXAMPLE: a baggy pant should be mixed with fitted top and a baggy outerwear piece or a 
oversized top should be paired with a straight or fitted pant.  
Item breakdown (choose 1-3 items from each section) 
Tops: oversized t-shirt, bomber jacket, mesh top (layered), tactical vest, bodysuit, cropped hoodie, turtleneck  
Bottoms: cargo pants, jumpsuit, sweats, mesh pants (layered), track pants, windbreakers 
Accessories: belt buckle style belt, gloves, bucket hat, chest rig, waist corset 
Please purchase these glasses. This item will tie everyone together and create a cohesive look: 
Glasses Link 
Where to buy: Amazon.com will be the easiest option to find everything you will need for this look. When 
searching for items type “neon” or “futuristic” in front of your search term (“neon pants”, “futuristic fashion”) 
Other places to buy: forever 21, h&m, hot topic, dollzkill, shein  

 
 

Miss Emma classes 
Class: Contemporary 6 
Look Description: mixed shades of green (e.g., hunter green pants with lighter green top), part of your outfit 
should have some movement to it 
Color Family: Hunter/forest green + shades of green that compliment each other (sage, emerald, etc.) 

 

 



Class: Contemporary 5 
Look Description: 

• plain, simple slip dresses (midi length) 
• Jimmy in plain pants and form-fitting t-shirt tucked in 
• Old Navy, Forever 21, Target, Amazon, Lulus are good for simple dresses 

Color Family: ensemble in all navy blue, seniors in navy blue w/ floral pattern 
Pictures for example: 

 
 
 
Miss Jailyn Classes 
 
Class: Jazz 2 (Tuesday) 
Look Description: green, tight fit, any sleeve length crop tops/dance top and shiny black leggings.  
Color Family: tree green, shiny black 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Miss Jordan Classes 
 
Class: Jazz 2 (Monday) 
Look Description: black and colbalt blue attire, I’d prefer both colors be in the outfit. Example: blue top and 
black bottoms or black top and blue bottoms. Hair accessories are a maybe depending on how they look with 
the outfit. Outfits can be a little edgy! If you need some inspiration on the vision, the song is called “Blueprint” 
by Rayelle, it's a powerful song!  
Color Family: black and TMS blue (colbalt blue) 
Pictures for example: examples of ideas below! 

 
 
 
Miss Julika Classes 
 
Class: Hip-Hop 2 
Look Description: Plain Yellow Top and Black Bottoms. You can accessorize with black, for instance a black 
jacket over yellow shirt or black vest to wear over. Give the vibe of street wear. Shoes black and white, tennis 
shoes.  
Color Family: Plain Yellow Shirt, Black Sweatpants,  
Basic top and bottom examples: 

   
Accessory examples: 

 



 
Miss Krista Classes 
 
Class: Contemporary 3 
Look Description: All white at least one piece should be flowy  
Color Family: Pure white 

 
Class: Jazz 5 
Look Description: Black and white with at least one print (stripes, dots, houndstooth, etc) 
Color Family: Black and white 
Pictures for example: 

 
 
Class: Contemporary 4 
Look Description: Simple silhouette plain dress tank sleeve, black shorts underneath, skirt should hit above the 
knee 
Color Family: Pastel colors 
Pictures for example: 

 
 



Class: Jazz 6 
Look Description: Black plain leggings and a bright red crop top 
Color Family: Black and fire engine red 
Pictures for example: 
 

 
 
Class: Improv/Comp 5/6 TBA 
Look Description: 
Color Family: 
Pictures for example: 
 
Miss Nicole Classes 
 
Class: Improv/Comp 3/4 TBA  
Look Description: 
Color Family: 
Pictures for example: 
 
Class: Jazz 4 
Look Description: Crushed velvet leggings either burgundy, plum, or dark pink, with black sleeveless turtleneck 
fitted tank tucked in, super blingy silver bracelets, necklaces, rings 
Pictures for example: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Class: Lyrical 2 
Look Description:  Long sleeve or 3/4 long fitted top and skirt. One item should be in the medium blue color 
family and the other should be in the cream/light tan family. Skirt should be skater length (not go below knee) 
and should be something easy to move in. Navy dance shorts under skirt.  
Pictures for example: 
 

 

 
 
Class: Jazz 3 
Look Description: Black vest with black and white stripe leggings/pants with a solid fuchsia or purple tie 
Pictures for example: 

 


